An approximation image reconstruction method for spiral cone-beam computed tomography (en, called Tilted Plane Feldkamp Type Reconstruction Algorithm (TPFR), is presented in this paper, which extends the Feldkamp cone-beam reconstruction algorithm to overcome its inaccuracy problem caused by large cone-angle. This is done by tilting the reconstructing planes to mi nimize the cone angle and optimallY fit the spiral segment of the source. After reconstruction of tilted plane images, a subsequent interpolation step reforms the tilted plane images to plane images perpendicular to the z-axis. 
Introduction
Spiral CT introduced in early 1990s and the development of multi-slice computed tomography (MSCT) in 1998 brought together improved capability and enabled rapid scanning of a large volume of object in shot time in CT. Owing to the improved volume scanning speed, new clinical applications of CT with high image quality and using multidimensional algorithms are under contin uous development.
There have been a number of early algorithms for MScr reconstruction for low number of detector rows [1, 2, 3] . These algorithms assume that projection rays measured on different detector rows are paral lel to each other and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. A complete set of projection data for reconstruction can be formed by interpolation in the longitudinal direction. These can be classified as 3600 Linear Interpolation algorithm and 1800
Linear Interpolation algorithm. Because these algorithms do not take into account the effects of cone angle. severe cone-beam artifacts may occu r when the number of detector rows is large.
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A number of algorithms have bcen proposed to deal with the reconstruction problem for MSCT with large number of detector rows. These algorithms are classified into two major categories: exactly algorithms [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and approximation algorithms.
The approximation algorithms can be divided into 2-dimensional (20) and 3-dimensional (3�) algorithms. Popular 2D approximation algorithms are known as:
ASSR [9] , AMPR [10, 11] and GSR [12] . ASSR and AMPR algorith ms use the tilted reconstruction planes and GSR algorithm uses the optimal su rface to minimize the cone angle to reduce artifacts.
The most well known 3D approximation algorithm is q-1]-; the local coordinate system formed by rotating the x-y-z coordinate system by pp around z-axis, ;=;(pl')' Tf=Tf(Pl'}, ;=z;
x '-y '-z' the local coordinate system formed by rotating the ;-rrs coordinate system by r around q-axis,
the local coordinate system by rotating the x-y-z coordinate system by p around z-axis.
D(jJ, fJ) projection data from the detector
The proposed TPFR algorithm constructs image of the tilted plane P, which has the tilted angle r and the centre projection angle Pl" The algorithm uses half scan with the projection angle Let s(fJ) be the source trajectory which is a function of fJ and is given by (1) The intersection of the tilted plane P, with the cylinder of the source trajectory is also a function of P which is denoted by e(jJ) and given by the following ellipse:
(2)
The motivation the TPFR algorithm in dealing with the cone beam artifacts of the Feldkamp algorithm is to minimize the mean square error between the source trajectory s(f3) and the ellipse e(j3) in the z-direction. It follows from (1) and (2) that the distance between s(j3) and e(PJ is:
pSMfJ . z,m +---zp -R[t a n rsm(fJ-fip)
Using (3), the least mean square error between s(fJ) and e(j3) in the z-direction is given by
It can be computed that
It turns out that the optimal r which minimizes the mean square error function J(p in (4 ) and (5) is given by (6) This provides a formula for determining and computing the angle of the tilted image reconstruction plane in the TPFR algorithm.
Coordinate system transformations
The proposed TPFR algorithm reconstructs the image of the tilted plane by rotating the coordinate system such that the conventional Feldkamp reconstruction algorithm can be extended the tilted plane P" We now present coordinate system transformations for representing equations for the tilted plane with respect to the source and detector. The 421 local coordinate system /;-17-; is given by rotating the global coordinate systemx-y-z by fir about the z-axis, i.e.
Further rotating the local coordinate system !;-".. ; by Y aroun d the q-axis yields the tilted local coordinate system
x'-y'-z' as follows.
[:
On the tilted reconstruction plane P" the origin 0' of P, in the x-y-z coordinate system is given by
.,",+pSM :;
Thus we can obtain an equation for the tilted reconstruction plane P, in the x-y-z coordinate system as z=-xsin/3p tany+ ycosfJp lanY+2,,,,, + pS�
Because the tilted plane P, is perpendicular to the z'-axis in the x '-y '-z' coordinate system, the equiangular Fedlkamp type half-scan algorithm is applicable for reconstructing the tilted plane P"
In the local coordinate system x '-y '-2', the source position, denoted by s' 0= ( Xs " Ys " Zs 'l i s where T and T are as defined in (7) and (8), respectively, fl, r and the source-isocenter distance Rf is fixed in the x-y-z coordinate system. The source-isocenter distance R/ in the
With respect to lhe projection angle 13 in the x-y-z coordinate system, the corresponding projection angle in the x '-y '-z' coordinate system, denoted as 13', is 3tr/2, x,'", O.y,' < a 5lt12, x,'", o.y,'::> a /3'= 3tr+ atan(x,'f y,'), x, 'f y, '< o,p::> 5ltf2 tr+ atan(x, 'f y,'),
In the Given xp. YP and p, the corresponding point (sp. tp) of Dim,n) in the s-t-z coordinate system is given by
With respect to the s-t-z coordinate system, the indices n and m can be computed from
where zJ=z;m+pSMjJ I27r is the source in the z-direction,
With the coordinate system transformations from the original coordinate system x-y-z as given above, the projection data set of the tilted coordinate system which is determined by rand pp can be obtained. Based on the projection data set. the image of the tilted plane can be reconstructed by applying the conventional Feldkamp algorithm which is presented in the following section. for the reconstruction plane, z is defined in (9) , ZJ is the position of the source in the i-direction defined by (1). W(P, OJ is the weighting factor of the shot-scan algorithm [17] 
